RESEARCH STATEMENT
This is a brief description of the main topics of my research and ongoing projects.
My research focuses on strategic communication and social networks, particularly in
models of opinion formation and persuasion, and in models of linkage decisions that give
rise to networks. A recurring theme is to propose models that can be useful in applications
such as political behavior, marketing choices, or news media strategies. While my research
is theory-based, I seek to capture aspects of communication and networks that can be
empirically tested.
Social networks influence opinion formation, persuasion efforts, bargaining, and political choices. Current technology dramatically facilitates how some actors can communicate
with increasingly large numbers of information-based decision-making listeners. A first
strand on my research takes networks as given and then investigates strategic behavior,
and outcomes, when agents interact with their neighbors. Using a setting where people
can talk with others using both their direct and indirect connections in a social network,
Jimenez-Martinez (2015) analyzes belief formation and correct learning. Compared to previous work, the setting avoids “rules of thump” learning—as explored, e.g., by DeMarzo
et al. (2003) and Golub and Jackson (2012)—and considers instead Bayesian learning
processes restricted to each path in the network. An entropy-based measure is then considered to describe the quality of connections in terms of information. While entropy-based
measures have been more abstractly proposed to model gains of information (in terms of
reduced uncertainty) in a number of settings (Gentzkow and Kamenica, 2014; Ely et al.,
2015; Frankel and Kamenica, 2019), they have seldom been applied to study evolution of
beliefs in networks. The particular measure proposed in Jimenez-Martinez (2015) naturally captures the decay phenomenon in the transmission of information through networks.
Also, from a more IO perspective, Jimenez-Martinez (2019) investigates a model of versioning in social networks. A monopolist offers a two-version of a network-based service.
One version is free but comes with advertising (about a different product). The other
version is costly (premium), drops advertising, and enhances the network externalities of
the service. For this increasingly common practice in platform business, the paper relates
key properties of the social network to the optimal second-order discrimination policy and
its welfare implications. On other work on strategic interactions in networks, Dam and
Jimenez-Martinez (2012) study the impact of key network structures and distributions of
bargaining power on the outcome of bargaining in networks.
A second theme of my research deals with endogenous formation of friendship networks.
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Jimenez-Martinez and Melguizo-Lopez (2022) explores topics that are commonly investigated by economists, social psychologists, and social anthropologists. Unlike previous work,
it provides a rationale for two well-documented characteristics: (i) asymmetrical efforts in
friendships relations (Antonucci et al., 1990) and (ii) good-quality heterophilic relations
within predominantly homophilic societies (Hallinan and Williams, 1989; Muttarak, 2014).
Such empirically documented findings contrast sharply previous results within the theoretical literature on social networks (Galeotti et al., 2006; Currarini et al., 2009; Boucher,
2015; De Marti and Zenou, 2017). Furthermore, the article gives sufficient conditions for
efficiency of the investigated patterns of friendship relationships. Since the previous theoretical literature failed to provide the above-mentioned documented features, the efficiency
analysis could be useful to suggest novel policy implications.
A third agenda studies strategic communication, information acquisition, and persuasion in two-agent environments. Jimenez-Martinez (2006) studies bilateral cheap-talk
about complementary pieces of information in the presence of monetary transfers associated
to lying. Jimenez-Martinez (2014) investigates strategic information acquisition from external sources by agents who subsequently engage in competition, either with complement
or substitutive actions. The analysis shows that strategic motivations in the information
acquisition stage do not necessarily replicate those of the action stage, as postulated by
Hellwig and Veldkamp (2009) for the case of a continuum of agents. Jimenez-Martinez
(2020) investigates a setting with multi-dimensional uncertainty in which a Sender combines committed constrained experimentation with uncommitted communication to influence an audience.
Motivated by the current revolution in the outreach of communication, and by its political and societal effects, my ongoing work considers three agendas. In the first project,
my coauthor Isabel Melguizo-Lopez (from CIDE) and I build upon theoretical work on
evidence disclosure under partial provability (Dye, 1985; Jung and Kwon, 1988; Che and
Kartik, 2009; Kartik et al., 2017; Shishkin, 2022) to investigate how leaders acquire costly
evidence and then conceal part of it to a group of voters. Furthermore, we consider a
diverse worldviews environment in this project. This (in part, political science-motivated)
project is in progress and has already delivered two working papers, which complement
each other on this research question. We would like to generalize the models proposed in
our two drafts and obtain a broader set of results that could be empirically tested. Understanding how leaders follow “cherry-picking” strategies to acquire and conceal evidence, and
how such strategies are affected by voting rules, is central to understand leaders’ narratives
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based on evidence provision. The project aims also at assessing the welfare effects of such
communication strategies. Certainly, a number of works have already dealt with strategic
communication in voting environments. For instance, Schnakenberg (2015) use cheap-talk
communication, Alonso and Camara (2016), Chan et al. (2019), and Titova (2021) use ex
ante commitment or Bayesian persuasion, and Bandyopadhyay et al. (2020) use costly signaling. However, to the best of our knowledge, evidence disclosure with partial provability
is a novel approach in voting environments. Interestingly, this framework seems particularly suitable to capture the types of “cherry-picking” evidence disclosure strategies which
are commonplace in real-world voting environments. Our diverse worldviews framework
separate also the model, and its plausible implications, from other models with voting
under partial provability disclosure, e.g., Jackson and Tan (2012).
In the second project, my coauthor Mauricio Fernandez-Duque (from CIDE) and I are
developing a model that help us understand narratives that strategically “retell,” or narrate, historical events with the goal of influencing a certain audience. This seems to be
a practice that communicators (Senders) increasingly use in political environments. This
project is now in a nascent stage. Using the machineries of Bayesian persuasion (Kamenica
and Gentzkow, 2011) and of cheap-talk communication (Crawford and Sobel, 1982), we
have already proposed and investigated a simple model. In the model, a Sender who has
private access to committed and verifiable studies about historical studies/experiments
chooses how to narrate the findings of such studies. The model allows for interesting
equilibria of the underlying game which are novel in the related literature. In a future
stage of the project, we wish to include competing Senders who narrate strategically about
findings on a common historical event to a certain audience. In the sort of environments
described, whether or not competition bolsters truthful communication is still an open
question. Since the narratives of the Senders are based on verifiable information, a plausible interesting equilibrium would be one in which even opposed Senders imitate each other
in their uninformative narratives. In that case, the model would provide a rationale for
the accumulation of uninformative narratives about historical events even when Senders
compete to influence an audience. We would like this project to combine a simple theoretical model with a thorough empirical analysis. In fact, an essential part of this project
consists of testing empirically the predictions of the model. In particular, we would like to
explore both micro-econometric estimation methods and lab experiments. As to the lab
experiment, we would like to follow an approach similar to the one undertaken by Frechette
et al. (2019) to test the predictions of verifiable disclosure or communication games.
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In the third project, I am following up on the analysis of Jimenez-Martinez (2020) in
order to investigate how a persuader can sequentially combine committed communication
(such as the one that stems from experiments or independent investigation) over one dimension of uncertainty with uncommitted communication (such as pure cheap-talk) over
another dimension. Persuader and listener disagree on the most suitable course of action
in a situation of uncertainty. Then, to bring the listener’s beliefs closer to her own ones,
the persuader designs an experiment over one dimension and “ties her hands up” about
the result of such an experiment. After the experiment releases its findings, the persuader
simply talks about the other dimension (that is, conditional on the outcome of the experiment). With the motivation that uncertainty relevant for decision-making has several
dimensions in practice, this project aims at providing a rationale for how persuaders use
cheap-talk narratives on some aspect, anticipating the results of experiments that they
design over another aspect. To the best of my knowledge, the only work that has followed
this approach is Jain (2018). This paper, though, is very restrictive in the class of situations it analyzes. My goal is generalize the analysis in Jimenez-Martinez (2020) and Jain
(2018) in order to obtain results of broad applicability.
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